Repurposed Greeting Cards

1. Gather your materials:
   - a piece of styrofoam* such as the egg carton pictured
   - paper and cardboard scraps (old cereal boxes work great)
   - colored pencils
   - glue stick
   - ink pad
   - scissors

2. Carefully cut a rectangle from the piece of styrofoam.

3. Using a pencil, carve any simple shape of your choosing into the styrofoam.

4. Place your drawing face down onto the ink pad, pressing firmly.

5. Press styrofoam directly onto the paper or cardboard cutout and embellish with colored pencils.

6. Attach cardboard cutout, fold paper into greeting cards and send to your family and friends!

* Did you know? Many products sold in styrofoam also come in recycled or recyclable containers as well!